Overview

This eLearning course introduces learners to using STANLEY Healthcare's SpaceTRAX® inventory management system. This course helps users realize the potential of SpaceTRAX, describes how to recognize and effectively navigate the Dashboard, and how to add, use, and manage inventory using Action Buttons. It orients learners to the Quick Links, Help functions, and how to locate the User Guide online.

Course Learning Objectives

After completing this course, you’ll be able to:

• Grasp the benefit of using SpaceTRAX on a daily basis
• Recognize and effectively navigate the Dashboard
• Add, Use, and Manage inventory using Action Buttons
• Navigate SpaceTRAX and check messages using Quick Links
• Access Help functions and the User Guide

SpaceTRAX Basics Course Outline

Estimated course length is 15 minutes. This course introduces learners to the SpaceTRAX inventory management system, and includes the following lesson:

SpaceTRAX Basics Introduction

This lesson introduces the value and benefits of using STANLEY Healthcare's SpaceTRAX inventory management system. It orients users to the interface and basic functions and describes how to use the Dashboard, Action Buttons, and Quick Links.